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2018 IRFA GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE SURVEY BACKGROUND 
 
Note: IRFA staff can provide more details on any issue and would be happy to answer any 

questions – just call Grant Menke at 515-321-6290. 
 
Question 1: Do you support securing continued funding for the Iowa Renewable Fuels 

Infrastructure Program (RFIP)? 
 
Background: Helping to offset the cost of installing renewable fuels infrastructure (biodiesel, E15, E85 

and blender pumps) continues to be the most important component of expanding the 
availability and use of higher ethanol and biodiesel blends.  The existing RFIP cost-share 
grant program has been a successful tool in encouraging Iowa retailers to offer more 
renewable, cleaner burning fuel options to consumers. In fact, since the program’s 
inception, each RFIP grant dollar awarded has leveraged $4 of additional private 
investment, according to IDALS. However, the current funding for the RFIP program will 
run out on or before June 30, 2018.  Maintaining status quo funding for the RFIP 
program beyond June 30, 2018 is critical to achieving Iowa’s renewable fuels goals. 

 
 IRFA Position: YES 
 
Question 2: Do you support maintaining Iowa’s current biodiesel production tax credit program? 
 

Ongoing federal policy uncertainty has put Iowa biodiesel jobs and investments in 
jeopardy.  As the national biodiesel industry works through federal policy challenges, 
the Iowa biodiesel production tax credit provides a vital source of stability for Iowa 
biodiesel plants. 
 
Reaffirmed by the Legislature in 2016, the program has succeeded in maintaining Iowa’s 
leadership position in biodiesel production despite industry cutbacks in other states. 

 
 IRFA Position: YES 
 
Question 3: Do you support maintaining Iowa’s current E15 retailer tax credit program? 
 

Expanding consumer access to E15 is the biggest opportunity and challenge facing the 
ethanol industry today.   
 
As with any new product, there is perceived uncertainty regarding potential consumer 
demand and acceptance.  The current E15 retailer incentive rewards Iowa retailers who 
decide to offer their customers E15.  The program is working and was extended by the 
Iowa Legislature in 2016.  In 2017, legislation was introduced which would have capped 
this credit at a level that would have stifled availability and use of E15 and severely 
crippled the effectiveness of the credit.  IRFA opposed this legislation, and we will be 
closely monitoring any efforts to make changes to retailer tax credits during the 2019 
session. 
 

 IRFA Position: YES 
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Question 4: Do you support maintaining Iowa’s current biodiesel retailer tax credit program for 

B11? 
 

In 2016, Iowa passed legislation to modernize the biodiesel retailer tax credit, 
incentivizing sales of B11 and higher blends on an equitable basis with sales of B5. 
Maintaining this successful program provides both the base for biodiesel sales in Iowa 
and a launching point from which to pursue higher blend sales of B11 and B20.  
 
In 2017, legislation was introduced which would have capped this credit at a level that 
would have cut demand for higher biodiesel blends and severely crippled the 
effectiveness of the credit.  IRFA opposed this legislation, and we will be closely 
monitoring any efforts to make changes to retailer tax credits during the 2019 session. 
 

 IRFA Position: YES 
 
 
Question 5: Do you support maintaining Iowa’s current E85 retailer tax credit program? 
 

Iowa has been a national leader in the availability and use of E85 for years. E85 is the 
cleanest burning fuel available for flex-fuel vehicles, enhancing consumer choice at the 
pump and giving drivers the opportunity to put “more Iowa” in their tanks.  However, 
with the strained ag economy and relatively low oil prices, it is more important than 
ever to maintain incentives to increase the consumption and enhance the cost-
competitiveness of homegrown E85.  The Iowa Legislature agreed, extending the 
current E85 retailer tax credit with strong bipartisan support in 2016.   
 
In 2017, legislation was introduced which would have capped this credit at a level that 
would have limited demand for E85 and severely crippled the effectiveness of the 
credit.  IRFA opposed this legislation, and we will be closely monitoring any efforts to 
make changes to retailer tax credits during the 2019 session. 
 
IRFA Position: YES 
 
 

Question 6: Do you support maintaining Iowa’s current excise tax differential for B11 and higher 
  biodiesel blends? 
 

In 2015, the Iowa Legislature created a new biodiesel fuel tax differential formula which 
granted B11 and higher blends a partial exemption from the increase in state fuel taxes.  
This B11 fuel tax differential is applied directly at the pump to the consumer—lowering 
fuel prices—and has proven to be a key driver for the increased availability and use of 
higher biodiesel blends in our state. Continuing this policy to boost B11 will grow the 
market for homegrown biodiesel in Iowa, enhance our air quality, and improve our 
economy. 

 
IRFA Position: YES 
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Question 7: Would you work to ensure the EPA properly implements the federal Renewable Fuel 
Standard (RFS) and to prevent Congress from making legislative changes to the RFS? 

 
With the bipartisan support of 36 governors, Congress and then President George W. 
Bush passed and signed into law the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) in 2005, and 
expanded it in 2007.  The goal of the law was to reduce petroleum imports, enhance 
consumer fueling choices at the pump, boost the rural economy, and reduce the 
environmental impacts of petroleum-based fuels.  In all respects the RFS is well on its 
way to achieving those goals. 

 
In short, the RFS is a policy designed to help fuels like ethanol and biodiesel overcome 
petroleum’s continuing Century of Subsidies and federal petroleum mandate (not to 
mention a fuel distribution monopoly) to leverage greater competition in the 
marketplace.  The goal of the RFS is to ensure consumers can choose the fuel of their 
choice and not be simply dictated to by Big Oil.   

 
When anti-renewable fuels groups call it a mandate or say the government should not 
pick “winners and losers,” they conveniently forget to mention that federal energy 
policy is overwhelmingly tilted in favor of petroleum.  Ethanol is cheaper, cleaner, and 
higher-octane than petroleum-based gasoline.  Renewable fuels would love to compete 
on a level playing field, but a level playing field hasn’t existed since the Century of 
Subsidies for petroleum began in 1913. 

 
IRFA Position: YES 

 
 
Question 8: Would you work to encourage both the EPA and Congress to establish RVP parity for 

E15 so that it may be sold year-round? 
 

By abusing a quirk in the federal fuel regulations, Big Oil leverages its fuel distribution 
monopoly to prevent free market competition and thwart the will of those retailers and 
consumers who want to use E15. 
 
Federal regulations dictate that conventional fuels during the summer (June 1 through 
September 15) adhere to a 9 psi limit on the Reid vapor pressure (RVP) scale (a measure 
of volatility of the fuel).  The fuel volatility cap helps to reduce evaporative emissions. 

 
When ethanol accounts for a minority of a fuel blend, the blended product will have a 
higher vapor pressure than the gasoline blendstock alone.  However, in recognition of 
ethanol’s ability to reduce tailpipe emissions, the EPA long ago granted E10 a 1 psi 
waiver from the 9 psi RVP summer limit.  Therefore, E10 blends can have an RVP of up 
to 10 psi. 

 
Even though the positive emissions impact of E15 is even greater than E10, the EPA has 
not granted E15 a similar one-pound waiver.  As a result, refiners can send a traditional 
9 psi gasoline to Iowa in the summer for blending to E10 (it meets the 10 psi cap for 
E10).  But blending 15% ethanol with that gasoline would result in a blend over the 9 psi 
cap for fuels other than E10. 
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During the winter fuel season (Sept. 16 through May 30) there is no RVP cap for 
conventional fuels.  Therefore, the same 9 psi fuel can be used to blend both E10 and 
E15.  So without another resolution, E15 sales will continue to be very limited from June 
1 until September 15. 

 
Congress or the EPA could equalize the summertime RVP limits for E10 and E15 by 
granting the same one-pound waiver to E15 that E10 receives. If the same gasoline 
blendstock could be used for both E10 and E15 year-round, Big Oil could not use the 
regulatory quirk to limit consumer fuel choices. 

 
IRFA Position: YES 

 
Question 9: Some national candidates have come to Iowa and pledged support for advanced 

biofuels, but have refused to specifically support corn-based ethanol. Do you support 
the expanded production and use of corn-based ethanol? 

 
 Corn-based ethanol is the original renewable fuel, but it remains one of the most 

dynamic renewable fuels as well.  The corn ethanol industry continues to innovate and 
improve each year in terms of its productivity, efficiency, diversification and 
environmental benefits.  Yields and energy balance for ethanol production continue to 
go up, while natural gas use, electricity use, chemical use, and water use continue to go 
down.  In addition, ethanol helps reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 43 percent 
compared to gasoline, and helps reduce polluting substances from tailpipe emissions 
such as carbon monoxide, exhaust hydrocarbons, aromatics such as benzene, toxics and 
fine particulate matter.  Finally, corn-ethanol is the cleanest and lowest cost source of 
fuel octane on the planet, helping to boost engine performance while saving consumers 
money at the pump and improving air quality.  Since 2016, Iowa ethanol plants have 
invested in projects to expand production capacity by over 500 million gallons 
industrywide.  This historic capacity expansion boom will add nearly 11,000 jobs to Iowa 
payrolls by the end of 2018, and will provide a vital boost to Iowa’s strained ag economy 
by adding value and creating additional demand for over 175 million bushels of Iowa 
corn.   

 
IRFA Position: YES 

 
Question 10: Free and fair trade is vital to Iowa agriculture, including ethanol, distillers grains and 

biodiesel. Would you support existing trade opportunities for biofuels abroad and 
work to create new trade opportunities that would expand biofuels exports? 

 
 As the world’s lowest-cost ethanol producer, the United States remains the 

international market’s most reliable and affordable source of fuel octane. U.S. ethanol 
exports exceeded 1 billion gallons in both 2016 and 2017, with the 2017 export total 
breaking an all-time record.  International trade remains a vital source of growing 
demand for U.S. ethanol and distillers grains, but significant barriers to trade exist 
currently which prevent these homegrown products from making further progress to 
boost octane, enhance air quality, and supply protein around the globe. 

 
 On the biodiesel front, market-distorting trade policies from Argentina and Indonesia 

led to the U.S. diesel market being flooded with illegally-subsidized foreign biodiesel 
over the past few years.   
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However, both the U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S. International Trade 
Commission have taken action, affirming that the U.S. biodiesel industry was injured 
because of subsidized biodiesel imports and putting countervailing duties in place.  
These countervailing duties and anti-dumping actions will have a significant impact on 
leveling the playing field for U.S. biodiesel in the international marketplace. 

 
 With historic ending stocks of both corn and soybeans, Iowa’s farmers and Iowa’s 

economy are in urgent need of additional market demand—both domestic and 
international.  Increased trade opportunities for ethanol and fair trade treatment for 
biodiesel are critical to the future of Iowa biofuels and Iowa agriculture. 

  
IRFA Position: YES 

 
 
 
 
 
 


